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consciousness-based education, CBE, has the main emphasis  

on the student, his consciousness; 
know which is our most important trinity 

 
unfortunately, old fashioned schools miss out this vital factor of 
consciousness, offering only the 2 last bits: learning and the learned 

 
 the student is Óðinn, he who all knowledge possesses 
 the student is the sphere of all knowingness 

 knowledge is in consciousness, and we are consciousness 
 Vili is the will to seek knowledge, to learn, to study 

 Vili connects and processes, connects knowledge (the student) 
to the studied (our subjects of study) 

 Vili is metabolism, he directs awareness to knowledge 

and connects awareness and seeking to what we want to understand 
 Vili is our own consciousness referring to itself 
 Véi, then, is the tangible stuff we are studying, that which is known 

 found in books and by listening to the teacher, doing research on it 
 

more about the role of Vili, so that we understand his role: 
in Yoga asana (in hathayoga) Vili connects body-and-mind to consciousness 
-  yoga asana and stretches mean connecting to That which only is 

 
asana, a seat, means to sit firmly in That 
(it does not mean merely to sit on the floor in a certain position) 

 

what Vili indicates is consciousness aware of  
    consciousness looking for knowledge 
Véi then is knowledge found in consciousness as nothing else is 

nothing else is to be found 
 
 * why do we only find knowledge here when we seek knowledge? 

 * what does þagall and hugall mean (literally not talking, but thinking)? 
 * can crude men do that by making a mood, or an outer appearance? 

 * what is research in consciousness? 
* do empty barrels make the loudest noise? 
 do those in shallow waters make the biggest splashes? 

* what makes stress accumulate in students - in all grades of school? 
 * how do we get rid of all stresses in the physiology  

and in the nervous system? 



 * how do we get all students to be pure, and possessing clear thinking? 

 * which is more natural to us  1)accumulated stress 
      or 2)being a perfectly pure individual? 

 * does school-environment in these old-fashioned, non CBE, schools 
 create stress in pupils? 

 * can man’s IQ be heightened?   or is it fixed from birth? 

 * what is so precious about the prefrontal cortex of our human brain? 
 * are understanding, rational thinking, contemplating 

some faculties only attributes of humans? 

 * where is total knowledge to be found? 
 * are school-books and teachers good to have there for us? 

 * is the only purpose of education to get a well-paid job later on? 
 * what is the supreme goal of all education? 
 * do the all-powerful Laws of Nature work effortlessly? 

 * can we learn to work effortlessly from the abyss of our human mind 
when it is expanded to infinite Glaðheimar? 

 * where do we find that which cannot be found in our worldly stuff? 
 * is it practical to find everything in our own consciousness? 
 

compare the first part of Hávamál which asks us not to be greedy 
and the last part of Hávamál which tells us to imbibe all knowledge in 
consciousness and so to make all things easy, all in the flow of Nature 

all actions powerful and simultaneously right actions only 
   

 * what does is mean, in the wisdom part of Hávamál, that we gain  
   fimbulrúnir, good charms, become wise and all-knowing? 
 * is good for young bairns, who are moulding their views, and  

   evaluating their surroundings, making their world, 
   to enjoy a stress-free care and a positive environment? 

 
in CBE schools where all learn TM and practice it twice daily, no bullying 
exists, no animalistic pecking order is there; 

the best for ADHD is TM 
 
the books  

Hrif  
Hagbarður og Hvutti in Icelandic 
 Hagbarður and Hvutti English translation 
Hver er hann þessi Jakob? in Icelandic 
  Who is Jacob?  English translation 
Fluga  in Icelandic 
  the Fly English translation 
Sigga of Hafragrauturinn 
 (Sigga and the porridge) in Icelandic 
   all available on Amazon  search Freyjukettir 

 
Skræðan Consciousness-based Education is available on Amazon here 

 
Listen to the book on Youtube here 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Hrif-shepherd-girl-Icelanders-fairy-tale-Icelandic/dp/9979895322/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108618&sr=8-1&keywords=Hrif
http://www.amazon.com/Hagbar%C3%B0ur-Hvutti-amusing-opposite-Icelandic/dp/9979895853/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108711&sr=8-1&keywords=Hagbar%C3%B0ur+og+Hvutti
http://www.amazon.com/Hagbar%C3%B0ur-Hvutti-Gu%C3%B0r%C3%BAn-Krist%C3%ADn-Magn%C3%BAsd%C3%B3ttir/dp/9935467422/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108676&sr=8-1&keywords=Hagbar%C3%B0ur+and+Hvutti
http://www.amazon.com/Hver-hann-%C3%BEessi-Jakob-environment/dp/9979895977/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108746&sr=8-1&keywords=Hver+er+hann+%C3%BEessi+Jakob
http://www.amazon.com/Who-Jakob-Gu%C3%B0r%C3%BAn-Krist%C3%ADn-Magn%C3%BAsd%C3%B3ttir/dp/9935467449/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108782&sr=8-1&keywords=Who+is+Jakob
http://www.amazon.com/Fluga-attention-underlying-deviation-Icelandic/dp/9979895020/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108809&sr=8-1&keywords=Fluga
http://www.amazon.com/The-Fly-Gu%C3%B0r%C3%BAn-Krist%C3%ADn-Magn%C3%BAsd%C3%B3ttir/dp/9935467465/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108846&sr=8-1&keywords=The+Fly+Gu%C3%B0r%C3%BAn+Krist%C3%ADn+Magn%C3%BAsd%C3%B3ttir
http://www.amazon.com/Sigga-hafragrauturinn-better-Icelandic-Edition/dp/9979895446/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108873&sr=8-1&keywords=Sigga+og+hafragrauturinn
http://www.amazon.com/%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l-bairns-consciousness-based-education-Volume/dp/9935467376/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1403108403&sr=8-1&keywords=%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l+for+bairns
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqa1tWIBjXE&list=PLx4mHtocTUwAOewesWqA40Rm1U0owsJJq&index=37

